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INTRODUCTION 



Introduction 

•  Aerospace Engineering – Delft University 
of Technology 

•  Specialization: Earth Oriented Space 
Research using GPS/Remote Sensing  

•  1997: Traineeship Technical  
University Prague –  
processing and interpretation  
of Landsat Multispectral  
images 



Introduction 

•  2005: Physics teacher in Rotterdam, NL 
•  About 5 years ago I was requested to give 

an introduction into astronomy at school 
à introductory astronomy book 

•  First telescope obtained with  
small ccd camera 

•  Started imaging with a focus  
on the postprocessing of  
image data 



First telescope (2010) 
•  11” reflector 
•  0.7 Mp ccd 



14 cm refractor with 8Mp ccd 





The story begins… 



Hidden Treasures competition 
2012 

•  Main goal: to boldly go where no one has 
gone before… 

•  Find previously unprocessed images in the 
Hubble Legacy Archives and create new 
imagery from these datasets 

•  Result: 2nd position in the overall ranking 





Why use professional data? 

          “Frustrations” of Ground Based Imaging 
 

•  Weather (big issue!) 
•  Finances à not reachable for everybody 
•  Limited by seeing 
•  Light pollution à travel required  
•  Long nights in combination with daily work 
•  Tremendous amount of undiscovered territory in 

professional databases 





What this presentation is not! 

•  No replacement for hands-on experience in 
the field à alternative way to do something 
with the processing experience obtained 

•  Not promoting to stop imaging yourself! à 
great way to look at objects in a way never 
seen before 

•  No magic course how to do this à 
experience is needed with processing 



OBTAINING THE DATA 



Public data sources 

•  Very common in scientific community to 
share data  

•  Proprietary period (1-2 years) 
•  Raw data in fits format 
•  Mining necessary 



Some telescopes with public data 

    Hubble   CFHT       Gemini 

                                                                           Palomar 
(                                                                             (DSS)                            

    
   Subaru        Grantecan        Keck 



Hubble Space Telescope 

•  2.4m mirror f/24 (57.6m focal length) 
•  Optical and infrared 
•  Resolution: ±0.05”/pixel 
•  Data publicly available after 1 year via 

Hubble Legacy archive (raw/pre-processed) 
•  Main goal science, not pretty pictures… 



HST Imaging Systems 
-Detectors 

•  ACS (Advanced Camera for Surveys) 
–  202x202 arcseconds @ 0.05”/pixel 

•  WFC-3 (Wide Field Camera 3) 
–  162x162 arcseconds @ 0.04”/pixel 

•  WFPC-2 (WideField Planetary Camera 2) 
–  WFPC2 included four 800 x 800 CCDs, three with 

0.1" / pixel plate scale (the WF channels) and one with 
0.05" pixels (the PC)  

–  Obsolete: replaced by the WFC-3 



WFPC-2 





Canada-France-Hawaii 
Telescope 

•  3.6 m main mirror f/3.75 (13.5m fl) 
•  Equiped with the MegaCam widefield 

imager 
•  National Research Council of Canada, the 

Centre National de la  
Recherche Scientifique of  
France, and the University  
of Hawaii 



Megacam 

•  36 CCD detectors  
(2048x4612) 

•  340 megapixels 
•  1 x 1 degree field 
•  Resolution 0.18”/pixel 
•  Operating temperature: -120 °C 
•  Filesize: 1.6 Gb  



Subaru Telescope 

•  8.2 m f/2.0 (15 m fl) optical/infrared 
•  Suprime-Cam widefield  

imager 
•  80 megapixel 
•  10 CCD’s (2048x4096)  
•  0.20”/pixel 
•  34x27 arcminutes fov   
 





HOW TO DO IT? 



M77 and M106 

•  The rest of the workshop will be mostly 
based on two images made from several 
data sources 

•  M77: a galaxy in the constellation of Cetus 
(size: 7x6’) à Hubble/CFHT 

•  M106: a galaxy in the constellation of 
Canes Venatici (size: 18.6x7.2’) à Hubble/
Subaru/CFHT/amateur data 



Steps to take… 

•  Searching for imagery / obtaining the 
data 

•  Choosing the field of view/image scale 
•  Data correction/calibration 
•  Image registration 
•  Image stacking 
•  Image integration and processing  

(tedious! J ) 



Data archives 
•  Hubble legacy archive (http://hla.stsci.edu/) à Hubble 

data 
•  Canadian Astronomy Data Centre (http://www.cadc-

ccda.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/en/) à Hubble/Gemini/CFHT 
(account needed) 

•  Smoka science archive (http://smoka.nao.ac.jp/) à Subaru 
(account needed) 

•  Digitized Sky Survey (http://archive.stsci.edu/cgi-bin/
dss_form) à low resolution, but sometimes good color 
information (1”/pixel) 

•  Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST) https://
archive.stsci.edu/ 



SEARCHING AND 
DOWNLOADING FROM THE 
HUBBLE LEGACY ARCHIVE 



Why use the Hubble Legacy 
Archive? 

               The benefits of the HLA 
 

•  Space weather always good J  
•  Free resource  
•  Huge collection of relatively unknown data 
•  New ways to look at well-known objects 
•  All HLA image products are corrected for geometric 

distortion and are oriented with North up.  



















Object name 

Detector 

Filter 

Filename 





SEARCHING THE CADS 
ARCHIVE 









u,g,r 







Will download huge (1.6 gb) 
files with all information 

Possibility to select which 
ccd’s to download!!!! 



Ccd-number 



Reducing download and 
mirroring 

•  Choosing the individual images reduces the 
download by a factor 36x !!! 

•  Lower half of the CCD 
is read mirrored compared 
to top half. Images have 
to be rotated 180 degrees! 



Megacam graphical search 



Stacked images not suitable for image 
processing of nebula/galaxies because 
of background extraction algorithm 



Digitized Sky Survey 

•  Almost entire northern sky at a resolution of 
1”/pixel 

•  Images in 2 bands à B and R 
•  Downloadable via query at DSS site (http://

archive.stsci.edu/cgi-bin/dss_form) 
•  Issue: only fields of 60’x60’ max allowed! 
•  Problem for large regions  



Interface 



Example Simeis-147 



Data needed 



DSS archive at NAOJ 

•  http://dss.mtk.nao.ac.jp 
•  This site has a widefield mode (up to 6x6 

deg) and adaptable image scale 
•  Batch downloading using position list 

(needs SMOKA account) 





Quick and ‘dirty’ 



Sidestep: Using DSS data for 
star color correction 

•  Narrowband imagery suffers from ‘cyan’ 
stars 

•  Several options to correct, but it will not 
generate real star colors 

•  DSS can be used to introduce real colors 
back into the image 



Creating star colors from two 
channel imagery 

 
•  This technique can be just as well used on Hubble 

imagery (but only for bright stars, because of 20x 
lower resolution!) 

•  Optimal- three wide band exposures close to the r, 
g and b receptors in our eyes. 

•  different exposures should be appropriate band 
pass and be in “chromatic order”, i.e. the shortest 
wavelength designated the blue channel, the 
middle wavelength the green channel and the 
longest wavelength the red channel.  



Limitations of the DSS 

•  Only two useful color channels available 
(photometric measurements of stellar populations 
can be made with only two bands).  

•  Images based on photographic plates, resulting in 
limited coverage per plate 

•  Lower dynamic range than modern digital imagery 
•  But good for star color! 
 



Methods for creating a third 
Color Channel 

•  wideband R and B’s can be used to "synthesize a 
green," because there is sufficient overlap of both 
into the green region to somewhat amplify the 
green component.  This allows black body 
radiators (i.e. stars) to come out about right when 
RGB is composited.  

•  Astronomy tools 1.6 for photoshop: synthesize 
green from red and blue channel 

•  Alternative: use Ha (Red), OIII (blue) and 
synthesize green gives also acceptable star colors 



Demonstration   

•  RGB from R and B channel 



Star colors made using 
H-a and OIII using  
synthesized green channel 



Methods for creating a third 
Color Channel 

•  Surprisingly these imperfect methods can 
frequently achieve a reasonably accurate 
and pleasing tricolor image 



Workflow 

•  Obtain DSS imagery 
•  Put blue and red channels in photoshop and 

synthesize green 
•  Increase star colors (astronomy tools 1.6) 
•  Reduce star size (astronomy tools 1.6) 
•  Create starmask (pixinsight) 
•  Overlay as color with mask applied 



Example Barnard 344 







Caveats with Hubble imagery 

•  Usually need legitimate “Blue” and 
“red”channels, or OIII and Ha… 

 
•  Common “R” filter is 814nm (Near-IR) and 

does not record HII regions. (best if 656nm 
set is available for galaxies) 

 



DETERMINE IMAGE SCALE 
AND FIELD OF VIEW 



Steps to take… 

•  Searching for imagery / obtaining data 
•  Choosing the field of view/image scale 
•  Data correction/calibration 
•  Image registration 
•  Image stacking 
•  Image integration and processing  

(tedious! J ) 



0.2 to 1.0” 0.1 to 1.0” .04 to .05” 
arc sec 

arc sec arc sec arc sec 

 

3.6m CFHT Telescope 
FOV 1 x 1 deg   FOV 34’ x 22’            FOV 3.4’ x 3.4’ 

60cm 
telescope 
 
1.5 to 2.5” 

arc sec 
 
FOV 
30’ x 20’ 

27cm 
telescope 
 
2.5-4.0” 
arc sec 
 
FOV  
22’x16’ 



Considerations 

•  Trade-off: field of view vs detail 
•  Size of object 
•  Needed detail (scale of structures) 
•  Artistic viewpoint – where to put the 

attention in the image 
•  Amount of available data 





Astroplanner 

•  Great tool for observation planning 
•  Object visibility (for amateur data) 
•  Field of view and layout preview 



Steps to take… 

•  Searching for imagery / obtaining data 
•  Choosing the field of view/image scale 
•  Data correction/calibration 
•  Image registration 
•  Image stacking 
•  Image integration and processing  

(tedious! J ) 



DATA PREPARATION 



Workflow 

•  Opening and converting files 
•  Calibration of images (often done at archive 

center) 
•  Sometimes possible to download dark/bias/

flat 
•  Dead pixel/column correction (CFHT) 



Opening and converting files 

•  Professional data often in multi-extension 
fits (MEF) format à multiple layers of 
different ccd’s 

•  Dedicated packing routine sometimes used 
(fpack/funpack) 

•  Can’t be opened with every software 
package 



Fpack/Funpack 

•  http://heasarc.nasa.gov/fitsio/fpack/ 
•  It is generally faster and offers better compression 

than gzip.  
•  The FITS header keywords remain uncompressed 

for fast access.  
•  Each HDU of a multi-extension FITS file is 

compressed separately, so it is not necessary to 
uncompress the entire file to read a single image 
in a multi-extension file.  



Opening and converting files 

•  Applications that can open MEF format 
– Pixinsight (paid) à opens the layers as separate 

images, unfortunately no save all function 
implemented à but not fpacked files yet 

– Fits liberator (free) à need to export the layers 
individually 



CFHT correction 
•  CCD’s often exhibit bad 

columns and/or pixels 
•  ‘Bad pixel maps’ CFHT via 

archive: http://www.cadc-
ccda.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/data/
pub/CFHT/2003A.mask.
0.36.02.fits 

•  Pixinsight: DefectMap (be 
aware that black borders have to 
be removed first) + image 
container 
 



Demonstration 

•  Defectmap correction using image 
containers (Also usable for bad pixel map) 



Steps to take… 

•  Searching for imagery / obtaining data 
•  Choosing the field of view/image scale 
•  Data correction/calibration 
•  Image registration 
•  Image stacking 
•  Image integration and processing  

(tedious! J ) 



Registration software 
•  Pixinsight 

– Highly configurable, registration using regions 
possible 

•  CCD-stack 
– Several modes, star align (automatic or 

manual), fft alignment, manual control 
•  Registar 

– Fast, scaling no problem, not very tunable 
•  Photoshop 

– Photomerge, manual version downloadable 



Problem CFHT/multi-ccd 

•  Gaps between CCD’s 
•  Form of dithering used to cover whole field 
•  Results in small overlaps and bad coverage 

of gap regions 
•  Solution: two step registration and other 

data sources 





Two step registration 

•  Huge problem aligning images because of 
very small overlaps (<80 pixels)  

•  Images from one recording don’t have an 
overlap 

•  Normal stacking on single image doesn’t 
work (all sizes matched to that image!) 

•  Solution: create black border around 
reference image in photoshop 



Demonstration 

•  CCDstack stacking with border 



Two step registration 

•  Stack images on image with border 



Two step registration 
•  Manual align layers in photoshop à 

autoblend 



Final registration 

•  Use this reference image to align all subs 
with pixinsight (use previews to help 
alignment routine!) 

•  Be aware of image size generated 
•  For M106: 100 subs @ 300 mb à 30 Gb! 
•  Alternative: split the image in separate 

regions and work on these à combine later 



Hubble image M106 

•  Lots of data 
•  Small regions  
•  Several instruments 
•  Merging in photoshop 



Demonstration 

•  Hubble blue channel in photoshop 



Repairing Pixel Gaps 
with monochrome data from other sources 



Repairing Pixel Gaps  
 with monochrome data 





Steps to take… 

•  Searching for imagery / obtaining data 
•  Choosing the field of view/image scale 
•  Data correction/calibration 
•  Image registration 
•  Image stacking 
•  Image integration and processing  

(tedious! J ) 



Image stacking 

•  Stack all images together in pixinsight 
– Per sub image (lower memory or cpu power) 
– All together (fast CPU and enough memory!) 

•  Linear fit stacking works very well with 
large number of subs (>20) and helps 
removing gradients a bit 

•  CCD-stack has the possibility to edit the 
outlier masks during stacking! 



IMAGE INTEGRATION AND 
PROCESSING 



Steps to take… 

•  Searching for imagery / obtaining data 
•  Choosing the field of view/image scale 
•  Data correction/calibration 
•  Image registration 
•  Image stacking 
•  Image integration and processing  

(tedious! J ) 



Where are we now? 

•  We have stacked images now per color 
layer  

•  Still contain a lot of artefacts 
•  Now the real processing starts J 
•  Let’s see what we have 



CFHT 



M106 
Blue 



M106 
Green 



M106 
Red 



Hubble Space Telescope 



Luminance 



Luminance creation 

•  Use color channels to create luminance 
image 

•  M106: 50% blue, 25% red/green 
•  Still full of artefacts à now the real 

processing starts J 



Integration of Hubble/CFHT 
data 

•  Use registar for aligning different images 
from separate telescopes 

•  Use masks to blend in high resolution HST 
data into lower resolution CFHT data 

•  Use add noise on HST data to equalize 
noise over entire image (if necessary) 



Demonstration 

•  Integration of Hubble data 







Background correction 

1) Pixinsight Dynamic Background Extractor 
2) Gradient exterminator in photoshop (using 
selections!) 
3) Manually correcting remaining artefacts using 
levels, masks and feather (photoshop) 
4) Deep space noise reduction from Astronomy 
tools 1.6 in photoshop (go back 1 step in history to 
get an adjustable layer!) 



Noise reduction 

•  Use extreme caution with noise reduction 
•  A bit of noise belongs to astro-images 
•  When you think you’ve done too much, it is 

way too much! 
•  Good noise reduction: 

– Pixinsight, astronomy tools 1.6, dfine (Nik-
tools) 



•  Use extreme stretching in photoshop (using levels) to 
see remaining artefacts 

•  Copy layer and stretch to make selections 
•  Use large feather (50-100 pixels) to make adaptations 

gradually without sharp borders 
•  Use strong denoise on background and add gaussian 

noise to level with original again 

Before correction                        After correction 



Starspike/Blooming correction 

•  Professional camera’s are mostly aimed at 
photometric measurements 

•  For photometry anti-blooming reduces the range 
of linear behavior of the ccd 

•  Therefore non-anti-blooming ccd’s are used 
•  Result: bright stars will show blooming effects 
•  As the ccd’s are oriented at 0° they coincide with 

the spikes  



Blooming/Non-
symmetric spike 

Image rotated 90° ccw to 
stay consistent with other 
images in the presentation 



Demonstration 

•  Blooming/Non-symmetric spike reduction 













Color layer 

•  Create RGB using LRGBcombination in 
pixinsight à do not use an L layer! 

•  Neutralize background 
•  Colorcalibration 
•  Problem: remaining color gradients in 

background 
•  Solution: clip lowest part of color layer, 

result neutral grey background 





From Ron Wodaski I received a color image of the core of M106 
made using the 1m telescope of the Tzec Maun foundation in 
Cloudcroft. 







APOD 15-2-2015 

•  When working on the M106 image for the 
workshop a new image processed by Robert 
Colombari became APOD on 15th February 



Combining amateur imagery 

•  After discussion over the internet it was 
decided to combine these images into one 
new image… 

•  Registration using registar (good for this 
kind of alignment with totally different 
scales/details) 





Combination with amateur 
imagery 

•  M106 is an often imaged object and has 
nice detail in H-alpha 

•  It shows two ‘hidden’ arms in the Ha 
wavelength 

•  Not much professional data of this available 
•  One dataset taken with the CFHT 
•  Jay Gabany had a great image showing the 

H-alpha in reasonable detail 





Include amateur H-a data 
•  Overlay image in color mode (50% opacity) 
•  Use masks to select the areas with Ha signal 
•  $ 



Increasing H-a detail 

•  Finally include the more detailed, but noisy 
Ha layer of the CFHT telescope  

•  Blend into the luminance layer for detail 
increase 







Final results 







Personal conclusions 

•  Single software package that does 
everything doesn’t exist (although 
pixinsight comes near) 

•  Use what is needed for the task necessary 
and what does it best 

•  Do everything with a ‘gentle’ touch. 
Preferably a bit less than too much… 





Credits 

M106:  Processing and assembly: André van der 
Hoeven/Roberto Colombari/Robert Gendler/Jay 
Gabany (H-alpha) Data: Hubble Legacy Archive, 
Canadian Astronomy Data Center, Japanese National 
Observatory, Tzec Maun Foundation, Jay Gabany, 
Giovanni Paglioli 
 



This data was generated using the facilities of the 
Canadian Astronomy Data Centre operated by the 
National Research Council of Canada with the 
support of the Canadian Space Agency. 
  
Based on observations made with the NASA/ESA 
Hubble Space Telescope, and obtained from the 
Hubble Legacy Archive, which is a collaboration 
between the Space Telescope Science Institute 
(STScI/NASA), the Space Telescope European 
Coordinating Facility (ST-ECF/ESA) and the 
Canadian Astronomy Data Centre (CADC/NRC/
CSA). 
 



Book in preparation 

Expected during this year 





More information 

•  www.astro-photo.nl 
•  https://www.flickr.com/photos/avdhoeven/ 
•  Twitter: @AvdHoeven 
•  Google+: Andre van der Hoeven 


